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In September 1994 we drilled the Archean Granite 7-32-89-10 W4 well at Fort McMurray. We hit granite at 543m 
and cased off the overlying sediments at 600m. We stopped drilling at 1649m, some 400m above the seismic target 
- we ran out of money. The last 6m were in gabbro. 

Seismic 
We had a 24 km long east-west line showing three structures inside the granite. The structures do not show on the 
contact with the overlying sediments. We drilled the shallowest of the three with an objective depth of 2100m. As 
we hit gabbro at 1643m, having drilled granites all the way, it is possible, that we may have a velocity inversion as 
the cause of the seismic target. Porosity, may be questionable. The seismic also shows horizontal reflectors, as if it 
was sediments, not granite etc. Our Russian contact has told us, that our seismic resembles seismic at their many 
productive areas. 

Susceptibility 
We had such measurements taken to see if the gabbro had enough contrast to warrant aero magnetic surveys. At 
1649m in the gabbro we had 1280, and at 1643m 1293. In the granite at 1590m we had 1280, same as the gabbro, 
and at 1490 we had 1555, 25% higher than in the gabbro! At 1350m we had 736, almost like in sediments, and at 
1230m we had 1235. In other words, our granites did not have sufficient contrast to warrant aero magnetic 
"definition" of the gabbro. 

Logs 
We had the logs analyzed by Ross Crain. There are porous zones in the granite, both visible intercrystalline 
porosity and fracture porosity. No zone is 100% wet, so we used a SW from the overlying Devonian sediments, 
assuming that the formation water in the granite should be at least that salty. At 875-900m we had 7% porosity and 
18% SW. The mudlog shows a C-l anomaly. At 802-804m, 815-822m, and 831-837m we had oil to surface 
showing CI 1-C21 on analysis with fast yellow cut, light oil stain, etc., for an API gravity around 40. 1410-1423m 
and 1460-1480m are other porous zones. These zones have not been tested. They have C-l anomalies on the 
mudlog. 
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